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Version 7 Reporting 

Version 7 (V7) Reporting is based on an Open Reporting Architecture.  The Open Reporting 

Architecture is designed to enable you to use your reporting tool of choice – whether it is the 

embedded reporting tool, or a different reporting tool enabled thru report integration.  

Additionally, you can use any combination of reporting tools.  For example, you may want to use 

the embedded reporting tool for its delivered functionality, and supplement that with a different 

reporting tool for your custom report needs. 

 

The Open Report Architecture shown below features a wide variety of report options for you to 

select from to meet your unique business requirements.     

 

 
 

Within the Open Report Architecture, the embedded reporting tool is BIRT, which is the Eclipse, 

Open Source Business Intelligence and Reporting Tool.  As the embedded reporting tool, it 

enables the deepest levels of report integration throughout the Maximo applications.  This 

embedded functionality includes all the out of the box reports, along with seamless installation 

and integration functionality. 

 

Additionally, within V7, you can either supplement or replace the embedded V7 reporting 

functionality of BIRT with other reporting tools thru report integrations.  These report 

integrations could include IBM Cognos Reporting or any other of the wide range of reporting 

tools available on the market today.    
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When enabling any report integrations, it is important to note there will be differences between 

the level of reporting functionality supplied with the embedded reporting tool – versus what is 

available with a report integration.   As shown in the diagram below, the level of reporting 

functionality supplied increases steadily from the Open Database Platform Report Integration 

Option on the left hand side of the diagram to the embedded version of BIRT shown on the right. 

 

This document details some of the notable functionality differences between the embedded and 

integrated report options. 

 

 

 
 

*Additional definitions and details on each of the report options can be found in the Report 

Planning Guides referenced at the end of this document. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The chart below summarizes the embedded V7 Embedded Reporting tool as compared to other 

reporting tools or versions which may be used in report integrations.    

 

To recap, the embedded reporting tool in Maximo Version 7 (V7) is the Eclipse, Open Source 

BIRT, which includes the supported versions of 2.1.2, 2.3.2 and 3.7.1.  Any other reporting tool, 

including any other versions of BIRT, or commercial BIRT versions, are considered to be 

Integrated Reporting tool options. 
 

 V7 Embedded 

Reporting Tool 

Integrated 

Reporting Tool 

No Report Licensing Fees   x  

Simplified 3rd Party Platform Maintenance x  

Issue Support   x  

Extended Product Life Cycle x  

Single Support Organization   x  

Reporting Best Practices x  

History x  

Silent, Seamless Install   x  

Extended Configuration Options x  

Synchronization of Security Groups not required   x  

Data Restrictions x  

Embedded Scheduling and Emailing x  

Delivered Reports x  

Application access – Browser View   x  

Application access – Direct Print x  

Application access – Direct Print with Attachments   x  

Multiple Application Data Analysis Features  x  

Query Capitalization x  

Application Updates x  

Report Parameter Flexibility   x  

Embedded Ad Hoc Reporting   x  

Single Report Administration Capability x  

Report Performance Enablers   x  

Report Usage Logging x  

V7 Report Templates and Libraries  x  

Streamlined Report Development  x  

Full Report and Data Localization x  

Use of Individual Client’s Reporting Tool  x 
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No report licensing fees 

Using the embedded reporting tool in Version 7 is supplied to you with no additional licensing 

fees, and no additional fees for report development licenses or server CPUs. 

 

Simplified 3rd Party Platform Support  

Using an external reporting tool will require you to synchronize and maintain additional 3rd party 

platform support.   For example, with the embedded reporting tool, the platform support for 

application servers, JREs, database types etc is provided in the single IBM Maximo product, 

whose matrix is located here:  http://bit.ly/jHgxTG.   

 

With a separate reporting tool, you will have to synchronize and maintain the 3rd party platform 

between Maximo and your report server. 

 

Additionally, IBM Maximo continually adds support for newer 3rd party versions in its active 

releases.   Other reporting vendors do not enable newer 3rd party versions in their active release. 

 

Single Support Organization 

If you experience an embedded reporting tool issue, you can contact a single IBM global support 

organization to work thru your issue.   This organization is familiar with all aspects of your 

Maximo environment, including the architecture, applications, database and reporting tool, and 

have access to multiple environments and experienced development resources. 

 

If you use an external reporting tool, you will contact the external report vendor for support.  This 

support organization will not have the knowledge, access or environments in which you have 

incorporated their reporting tool. 

 

Issue Support 

When product issues are identified, depending on their severity level, IBM provides one-off hot 

fixes   Support policies for other reporting vendors may vary.  

 

Extended Product Life Cycle 

The reporting tool in Version 7 is enables with the standard IBM product life cycle of 5 + 3.  This 

means at a minimum the product version is supported for 5 years, with the option to purchase 

extended support for an additional 3 years.  This is in contrast to many other suppliers with 

significantly less support life cycles.   

 

IBM Reporting Best Practices 

Detailed best practices documentation on maximizing the use of the embedded reporting tool 

for the V7 applications is available from IBM thru numerous reference materials, wiki sites and 

blogs.  A sampling of these sites is included in the ‘Additional References’ section at the end of 

this guide.  This information is specific to the embedded reporting tool only.  

 

 



 

History 

With over 30 years of supplying reporting solutions to Maximo Clients, IBM Maximo delivers a 

mature embedded reporting solution focused on the features heavily requested by clients – 

which enable seamless, consistent, and a configurable user experience.    

 

These features are not just focused on the rendering of report data, but they are focused on the 

all aspects of the report processes that users are engaged in, including design, configuration, 

administration, development and execution of reports. 

 

Silent, Seamless Install 

The embedded reporting tool is silently installed during the Maximo installation process.  No 

separate installation process is required.  This significantly reduces your setup time, and enables 

a quick deployment for development environments. 

 

Extended Configuration Options 

The V7 Reporting architecture enables extensive configuration options.  For small or 

development environments, the report server can be located within the maximo environment.  

For larger environments, the report server can be located external to the maximo environment.  

Additionally, the separated report server can be configured to execute only immediate reports or 

scheduled reports.      

 

Synchronization of Security Groups 

With the embedded reporting tool, you do not have to synchronize your Maximo security groups 

between multiple systems.  The security groups are maintained in one location – either the 

Maximo database or an LDAP directory.  This simplifies the initial setup configuration, as well as 

the long term maintenance of the system when adding or deleting new users or security groups is 

required. 

 

Data Restrictions 

When executing an embedded report from the Maximo applications, the user’s data restrictions 

are passed to the reporting tool.   

 

For report integrations, the data restrictions are only passed thru the initial report request.  Any 

subsequent reports that are executed within the separate report portal – will not have the 

maximo data restrictions applied. 

 

Embedded Scheduling and Emailing 

Within the V7 applications, your users can schedule and email the embedded reports within an 

environment and UI that is very familiar to them.   Key components of this embedded 

functionality includes the ability for your users to   

 Email reports to both Maximo and Non-Maximo Users 

 Schedule the report to execute once, or on a recurring basis 

 Modify or cancel the report schedule request themselves 

 Email a variety of file formats a url where the user can view the report output 
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Delivered Reports 

Depending on the specific products you are licensed for, over 150 Out of the box reports are 

delivered out of the box.  These reports span the variety of applications, and include Analysis, 

Detail, Hierarchical, and Drill down Reports.  Reports can update the database, hyperlink to one 

another to enable more detailed analysis, and refresh data dynamically.    These reports are 

designed to quickly and clearly convey information to the end user, and approximately 20% 

include graphs, including pie, bar and line charts along with daily and monthly calendar views and 

control limits. 

 

The out of the box reports provide you a starting point for your custom report needs.   You can 

quickly customize these reports to meet your individual business needs, and also utilize the 

delivered business logic to create any new reports you need.    

 
These reports are only available and supported in the delivered, embedded reporting tool. 

 

 

Application Toolbar Settings 

Your users can access their most heavily used reports with a minimum number of mouse clicks 

via application toolbar settings.  This functionality is for the embedded reporting tool only, and 

includes 

 
Browser View:    Opens configured report directly in report browser.   

 

Direct Print:   Prints configured report to user’s default printer via a one click action.    

 

Direct Print with Attachments:   Prints configured report and any print-able attachments 

directly to the user’s default printer. 

 

 



 

Multiple Application Data Analysis Features 

Within the V7 applications, a variety of data analysis features are available, enabling your users 

multiple visual and detailed mechanisms to analyze the powerful data, including: 

 

QBE – Query By Example or Data Download.  Using your application’s filter and/or query, you can 

immediately download your results for additional analysis in Microsoft Excel. 

 

RS – Result Sets.   Using an application’s query, enable a set of fields or graphic for display on the 

Start Center. 

 

Application Export.  Capitalizing on the power of an object structure, you can export multiple 

database objects and attribute fields using your application’s filter and/or query. 

 

KPI  - Key Performance Indicators.  Visual indicators displaying status against predefined targets. 

 

QBR – Query Based Reporting.  Ad hoc reporting where users create their own reports on the fly 

from within the various applications. 

  

Enterprise  Report.   These are the traditional reports which provide users the day to day 

information required to complete their business tasks.  They may offer differing perspectives of 

data thru the use of complex graphs, in depth calculations or scenarios. 

 

 

Query Capitalization 

Within any of the V7 applications, you can quickly create an application query by filtering on 

fields, performing an advanced search or by utilizing the where clause features.  Once you save 

your application query, you can apply that single query to the wide range of application data 

analysis features shown above. 

 

To explain the power of the reusing a query in multiple data analysis tools, imagine you created 

an overdue work order query.  By using the QBE functionality, you could quickly receive a listing 

of the overdue workorders in Microsoft Excel, or you could visually see how many workorders 

were overdue by configuring a result set or KPI on your start center.  You could also apply this 

same query to an ad hoc report you create, and add more fields to help you better manage this 

situation.  And finally, you could extend that same query further by creating an operational or 

strategic report, by exporting the Maximo ad hoc report to the report designer by adding graphs 

or additional calculations.  

 

Application Updates 

As your users perform status or record updates within the various V7 application, they have the 

ability to enable embedded, configured reports to directly print.  An example of this is enabling 

an embedded report to directly print when changing the status of a work order.  This 

functionality is only available for the embedded reporting tool.   
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Report Parameter Flexibility 

To enable your users to quickly retrieve their filtered data in a report, the embedded Maximo 

reports can be configured with three different types of report parameters  

 

1.  Parameterized Reports – Reports with user inputted parameter values 

2.  Application Reports - Reports where no parameters are specified, and the report executes 

against the current/selected/all (C/S/A) record set passed from the application to the report 

server.   This is often called launch in context. 

3.  Both Parameterized and Application Reports - This report type enables an application record 

report to execute along with user defined parameters. 

 

Only the embedded reporting tool enables all three of these report parameter types, along with a 

large amount of flexibility in defining corresponding report lookups. 

 

Embedded Ad Hoc Reporting 

Within the embedded reporting tool, Ad Hoc Reporting is enabled within the Maximo 

Framework.  This functionality is called Query Based Reporting, and enables users to quickly 

create their own custom reports from any application.  This greatly reduces the number of 

reports that need to be designed, created, tested, administered and maintained, leading to large 

time and cost savings. 

 

Within the applications, users can access the Ad Hoc reporting familiar in a familiar environment.  

They can then select what type of report they want to create, which fields they want to display, 

and whether to group and sort the results.  Additionally, they can define unique report 

parameters, and also determine if they want the report to execute against the application’s 

record set.   Users can then choose to save and share the reports with others, or edit it in the 

future to meet their changing business needs.   If a user saves his report, it can be scheduled and 

automatically emailed to him or a number of users just like standard enterprise reports, or the 

user can download the report’s contents to other file formats like Microsoft Excel for additional 

analysis.   

 

The example below shows the types of Ad Hoc Reports that can be created. 

 



 

 

Single Report Administration Application 

With the embedded reporting tool, you will use a single administration tool to manage the 

security and settings of your reports.  From this application, you can import new reports into the 

report repository, define who has security access to the reports, and configure unique features 

like report display, priorities and scheduling report functionality.  Utilizing a single application 

reduces your administrator’s learning curve, and simplifies the number of reporting tools you 

need to maintain. 

 

Report Performance Enablers 

A number of report performance enablers are available for the embedded reporting tool, 

including the ability to define execution times of complex, batch reports, visual and KPI displays 

of report execution times, and defining the maximum number of records a report can execute 

against.   

 

Report Usage 

Additionally, report usage is available to monitor the execution of the embedded reports.  This 

valuable information can be used to answer the questions “Which Report takes the longest to 

execute?”  “Are users scheduling reports” and “Which reports are executed most frequently?” 

  

V7 Report Templates and Libraries 

Developers use the Eclipse Based BIRT Designer Tool to create or customize Maximo Based 

Reports.  Utilizing the popular Eclipse Platform reduces learning curves and minimizes unique 

development platforms.   

 

To streamline your report development time, Maximo report templates are provided to enable 

developers to quickly create Maximo reports.  Utilizing these unique templates insures the 

developed reports will execute in the v7 integration.  V7 Libraries and Style sheets are used to 

simply development, and insure a consistent look and feel among all reports.   

 

Streamlined Report Development 

In addition to using the Maximo report templates for your custom report development, unique 

methods of streamlining your custom report development time is enabled by exporting ad hoc 

reports from your Maximo application to the report designer.    

 

Full Report and Data Localization 

With the embedded reporting tool, localization is provided at three levels 

 Report Parameters 

 Report Labels and Titles 

 Report Data 

 

The localization process follows the standard Maximo process, so no additional functionality 

needs to be learned or supported. 
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Additional References 

The following lists additional references available at the time this guide was prepared.   

Report Wiki Location 

http://ibm.co/VgncuK 

 

 

Report Wiki Report Reference Materials Location 

http://ibm.co/1321CuI 

 

 



 

 

 

Additionally, SMC or Service Management Connect, is a virtual portal for IBMers, Business 

Partners and Client to connect and collaborate on technical Maximo information.   SMC hosts a 

variety of tools to do this, including the wiki pages above, user forums, blogs and communities of 

users.   One of these communities is for Maximo Reporting, where users can share best practices, 

tips and tricks and custom report files.   To join this community, access this url:   

http://ibm.co/zFmoP2 
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Revision History 

 
Revision 2 – February 2013.  Updated diagrams, urls with latest information 

 

Revision 1 – October 2011.  Updated with additional information and newer diagram. 



 

Notices 

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A. 

IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in other 

countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the products and 

services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM product, program, or 

service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM product, program, or service 

may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that does not 

infringe any IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the user's 

responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM product, program, or 

service. 

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described 

in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you any license to 

these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:  

IBM Director of Licensing 

IBM Corporation 

North Castle Drive 

Armonk, NY 10504-1785 

U.S.A.  

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other country 

where such provisions are inconsistent with local law: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 

MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT 

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT 

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, 

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not 

allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this 

statement may not apply to you. 

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes 

are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in 

new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the 

product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this publication at any time without notice.  

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience 

only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The 

materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM product and use of 

those Web sites is at your own risk. 

 

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it believes 

appropriate without incurring any obligation to you. 

 

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of those 

products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources. IBM has not 

tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, compatibility or 
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any other claims related to non-IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM 

products should be addressed to the suppliers of those products. 

 

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business 

operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the names 

of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are fictitious and any 

similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business enterprise is entirely 

coincidental. 

 

1.1 Trademarks 

IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of 

International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Other 

product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current 

list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at “Copyright and trademark information” 

at www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml. 

 

Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of Microsoft 

Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both 


